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Abstract

Patrimonialization of personality rights - without losing their primary capable of originating, the extrapatrimonial is a natural tendency of modern times.¹
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INTRODUCTION

As the rights of personality are combined individual patrimonial and extrapatrimonial² rights, "which refers primarily to the protection of the physical and moral human being individuality or personality to it".³

French doctrine defines personality rights - rights inherent quality of the human person belonging to any individual by the very fact that it is human. Therefore, they are called "innate property".⁴

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Evokes the fact that they are intimately attached to the person concerned rights holder and legal literature worn phrase "personal non rights".⁵

---

³ P. M. Cosmovici, Civil Law. Introduction to civil law, third edition, Ed. All Beck, Bucharest, 1996, p. 69
Sometimes fixing term efforts personality rights left the definition and delimitation of the subjective rights of the latter civil liberties.\(^6\)

Such analysis led to the conclusion that far from being incompatible with the individual rights, the rights of a particular application are personality thereof. Indeed, individual rights and personality rights might be viewed in a general - particular relationship. If we go on, note that personality rights are subsumed class subjective patrimonial rights as free expression protects pecuniary values. Life, dignity, honor, image, privacy can not be measured in money.

The other definitions\(^7\) of personality rights have been classified as "civil rights expressionless subjective material subject to the principle of availability. Technically speaking, personality rights would be "civil liberties". Other authors have defined personality rights as "privileges extrapatrimonial intimately attached person expressing human essence, it is intrinsic".\(^8\) A different definition of the classical expressed in Romanian literature, is that personality rights "encompasses all those concerning human rights, the man, in the fullness of his physical condition, spirituale and social rights are inherent and which is endowed with this quality itself".\(^9\)

So property rights exceed personality, characterized by assessing its monetary items. Since emerging field of moral personality rights valued the human being might say, in a conventional expression, that they belong to "moral heritage".

Starting from the idea that only evokes a range of moral values, the French courts have held that personality rights belong moral heritage and constitute the personality of the individual.\(^10\)

Rightly been said that it is impossible to draw a definitive inventory of personality rights\(^11\). The fact is that, from a historical perspective, the first values of this kind, in the focus of jurisprudence and

---

\(^6\) In this regard, see P. Kayser, *Les droits de la personnalité. Aspects théoriques et pratiques*, „Revue trimestrielle de droit civil”, vol. XXIX, 1971, p. 448–454


doctrines were private life, the image of the person and prerogative disposition of his body.

The evolution was marked personality rights in the international landscape, by several factors. On the one hand, the increased attention to human, viewed the individual detached from the group, and, on the other hand, the impact of modern technology to its rights. Intervention legislature delayed long enough so that the creative effort of jurisprudence and doctrinal systematization role are considerable.

Some rights of personality are simultaneously and identify attributes of a person: the right to a name (name), right at home (registered). For this reason, the two categories-personality rights and identification attributes-common characteristics. He stressed, however, that personality rights can not be considered a mere extension of individual attributes. "Appealing to essentially observing regulations and principles governing institutions, using some taxonomy to didactic (which, like any taxonomy, not out schematism) can sustain a reasonable basis that the individual attributes are by definition attributed to the assumed personality rights are par excellence"12. For example, name, address (common law) to assigned person than its manifestation of will, so that identification attributes have a dual nature (considered at the same time, rights and obligations for the holder), justified by the imperatives of social life-one must have a name, to have a state civil, a home, whatever they may be.

Legislator presumed interest and will of the holder, so that "behavior" attribute goes beyond individual interest. Conversely, if personality rights, will not be presumed, but is left to the potential holder will choose the desired behavior, under the principle of availability. Other rights of personality, not serving individualization of family or society, not identifying attributes (eg, the right to privacy, the right to physical and mental integrity, copyright - non-patrimonial side).

Protect human intrinsic values, the common goal of all credentials gathered in this category is the protection of human individuality in its essential aspects. Disregarding the rights of personality may attract both patrimonial consequences and damages.13

---

12 Gh. Mihai, G. Popescu, op.cit., p. 59-60
Romanian and foreign doctrine abounds in different classifications of non-property rights, and the multitude and variety of criteria underlying the classification of non-property rights increase the difficulty of this task. Given the triad of human structure - man the biopsychosocial being - we distinguish between the following categories: rights concerning human personality that bio-psychic entity (the right to life, right to physical and mental integrity, and most recently right own voice); personality rights defining man as the subject of emotional or affective states and relations (the right to honor, the right to reputation, dignity, right to the feelings of affection for a being close to death); rights protect man as a social being (in a subdivision, talk of rights belonging to the individual: the right name, the right home, the right to privacy, the right image, rights of intellectual creation - side and non-patrimonial rights that define legal: the right name, the right location, the right to own company, logo).

In the academic literature was made the distinction between primary law and secondary law personality personality. "Primary law of personality can be defined as the fundamental right of every person to control third party access to their Personality Syndrome by signs that characterize such as name, picture and voice and object, if necessary, their use by et al. This right is called primary measure, which is recognized every human being in the light of humanity and dignity of everyone, without discrimination, thus attaching personality. He reveals, therefore, a primary character as personality or first - degree thereof. Right is right personality derivative famous people to control commercial exploitation of their personality, that right to exploit personal or grant exploitation for commercial or advertising of attractive values belonging to elements that evoke personality, such as name, picture or voice, so to prevent any unauthorized commercialization which might make. This right is called secondary because, unlike primary law assumes that personality has gained

---

16 G. Loiseau, Des droits patrimoniaux de la personnalite en droit francais, in Revue de droit de McGill, 1997, p.333
notoriety heritage value by the effect of the subject, the manner in which we can consider that acted as a derivation of personality and its second degree'.

Although slightly different definitions of personality rights converge to identify the same features: inalienability, indistinguishability, indefeasibility, extrapatrimoniality, erga omnes enforceability. 17

The inalienable rights of personality can not form the subject of transfer deeds, natural aspect given that these rights are inextricably linked to the person of the holder. Arising from the inalienable character, indistinguishability personality rights only mean others unable to track them. If we admit noticeablety, inalienable character would remain a mere fiction. 18

In terms of acquisition, personality rights can not be acquired by long possession but illegitimate. In terms of fire extinguishers, the right of action to personality rights, is in a material sense, inalienable. Personality rights are individual rights which, by their nature, are patrimonial or highly personal in the sense that human being are inextricably linked and can not exist without it. Are therefore non-hereditary can not be lost or abandoned, are born and ends when the person holding them. That, by their nature, personality rights are non-property does not mean that these can not be attributed in any case or in any case, a heritage value. There is a trend lately patrimonialization the personality right, noticeable tendency for the right to their own image. Today, we notice the existence of image service contrates, based on which, especially the stars, he alienated to third parties the right to have their portrait.

CONCLUSIONS

To issues mentioned above, that the personality rights can thus acquired thru a patrimonial contract, one can conclude some lack of homogeneity in terms of the characteristics of this legal category. The issue concerned the legality Image contracting law was the object of numerous studies 19 concluding that they are available while the service is just right for

17 Specialized legal literature, M. Parquet, Introduction generale au droit, ed.4, Breal, 2007, p.19; G. Yildirim, L’autonomie financiere dans la communautce de vie, Pulim, 2001,p.288, and expressed the view that the distinction between right and right extrapatrimonial heritage is irrelevant. As long as the heritage is defined as all rights of a person to distinguish between heritage and extrapatrimonial reveals, therefore, a poor comprehension of things, as any law is, by definition, heritage. According to this view, any subjective act as part moral and part patrimonial.

18 Iosif Robi Urs, Petruta Ispas, Civil Law. Main real rights, Hamangiu Publishing, Bucharest, 2013, p.270

19 T. Anelka, N. Forte, Economie Drioit, Breal, 2005, p.39
a specified use. Per a contrario, must be regarded as void a contract for the assignment of all rights to exploit the image of a person in general terms and without any limitation.

A definitive renunciation of a right that protects private life is void, such as a right of personality. Speaking of heritage with reference to personality rights, it is possible that "Times change, and the right will not be stuck in the form of words, the sophistries, the scholastic, thus defeating the natural evolution and eventually mandatory. Right unrealistic that is not keeping pace with the contemporary requirements is entitled fallen into disuse. So patrimonialization of personality rights—without losing but capable of primary, original, the extrapatrimoniality is a natural tendency of modern times". 

Currently, domestic and international doctrine and jurisprudence has not reached a common understanding on a complete enumeration personality rights. It is, moreover, why the legislature Romanian, difficulty grasping the exhaustion of all these rights, effectively left open listing made using the phrase "and other similar rights" at the end of the enumeration made personality rights.

---

21 B. Ionescu, op. cit., p.40
22 Art. 58 para. (1) Civil Code
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